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convinced that everyone
should hear the gospel

Message from the National Director

Dear Friends,
The first words of the SIM Australia mission statement say
that we are “Convinced that everyone should hear the
Gospel”. As I reflect on this phrase, two groups of people
are highlighted to me: those who preach the Gospel and
those who need to receive it. These two groups are
linked together by the Gospel itself; our conviction of the
truth of the Gospel and the very real need of people
everywhere to hear it.
When we are convinced of something, there is an
outworking of that belief. That’s why our mission workers
are leaving behind comfort and security to make Him
known because they are convinced. The call of Jesus on
our lives requires us to be convinced not just of His
mission in the world today, but of who He is. Jesus is the
living Saviour and this is the foundation on which our
conviction as Gospel workers is based. If we truly believe
Jesus’ words and that He is coming back again, how can
we not go?
In Acts 1:8, Jesus instructs His disciples to be His
witnesses and to tell others about Him in Jerusalem,
throughout Judea, in Samaria and to the ends of the
earth. Not one person or community is without the need
of the Gospel message of Jesus. This conviction is what
enables us to go to the hard places, that are often remote
and far away. Being convinced that everyone should hear
the Gospel, sees us learn languages, understand different
cultures and be educated in missiology. But above all, it
motivates us to demonstrate Jesus’ love among those
with whom we serve in the way we live our lives.
The Gospel is the centre of all we believe and all we do.
It tells the story of Jesus, but is equally the living Word of
Jesus that instructs and convinces His people to go.
Together in Him,

©MM
Malcolm Watts
SIM Australia National Director
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The Invitation for
Serving in Mission
Steve Early (Mobilisation Director) shares the journey he went on to serve on the mission field.

-- 1999: THE SOUTH WEST HIGHLANDS OF
ETHIOPIA --

would make a good missionary and they would support
me financially if I were to serve. Bizarre.

I am on top of one of the tallest peaks in the area with a
missionary colleague and three leaders of the fledgling Me’en
church. We are focused on mapping a tract of land that has
been given by the local government to the church. The site is
spectacularly beautiful and the church leaders seemed
fascinated with the view, laughing and calling out into the
distance.

Suddenly, I become aware of a growing dread, wonder,
and awe; a realisation that I’ve been offered an invitation
and not just by my church.

I ask them, “What are you laughing at?”
One of them responds, “We’re not supposed to be here.”
I’m sure of my directions so I say, “Yes, this is the land the
government has given you.”
The same leader says, “No, this is the most sacred place for the
Me’en people.”
Another leader continues, “This place is so restricted that only
one person from a family can come here to make offerings. If
anyone else comes here, they will be seized by an evil spirit
and die.” He paused and then he said, “But we’re here and we’re
not afraid.” And with unmistakeable sincerity, all three men
said, “Praise God!”

-- 1987: SEATTLE, WASHINGTON -Turn back the clock and I’m sitting in a café with an elder from
my church. He believes I should consider whether God is
calling me to missions and asks if I would consider going to
Ethiopia for one year.

The biblical motivation for missionary service is important
to SIM as we work with individuals and their churches to
understand their place in global missions. But there is this
other side, as well: the deeply personal, our relational God,
acting in an intensely personal way. At the heart of a
commitment to missionary service is God’s question: “Do
you trust Me?” But it’s not just a question, it’s an invitation.
Standing on the top of that peak in Ethiopia, I saw the fruit
of my response to God’s invitation twelve years earlier.
Seeing the liberating power of God in the lives of those
Me’en believers highlighted an even more enduring
motivation for missionary service: the beauty of God
reconciling all things to himself in Christ. As God
transforms lives through the Gospel, there is an
overcoming of the divisions of language, culture, ethnicity
and nationalism.

			GO: Do you want to start a
			
conversation with a Mobiliser to
			
serve on the field? Please 		
			
complete the form on the back
			
page, give us a call on 1300 746
			580 or visit
www.sim.org.au/enquire.

I answer politely, “Thanks, but no thanks.” Undeterred, he asks
me to pray about it.
I begin to pray about it and the ground begins to shift. I find
myself thinking about Ethiopia – a lot. Work colleagues who
have never shown any interest in my faith, start asking me
questions about God. Three couples from church tell me I
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Convinced of
His Faithfulness
© Sarosh Hussain
SIM Australia mission worker, Brenden*, shares how God’s faithfulness led him and his wife, Melanie*, through the storms of 2020.
“To follow Jesus means going to the places He is going,”
Brenden shared. “However, Jesus has a habit of going to
the difficult places, where there is the most need. But,
those are the exact places where He invites us to join Him.
Just like He invited the disciples to trust Him during the
storm on the boat, He invites us to journey with Him today.”
Brenden and Melanie are committed to seeing least
reached people come to know and love Jesus. With their
heart for all people to hear the Gospel, Brenden and
Melanie are serving in Central Asia in student ministries.
As well as Brenden leading the team in their country of
service, the couple is involved in relational outreach with a
local church.
Living in a remote region for the sake of the Gospel brings
with it challenges. The challenges encountered by the
couple in 2020 were significant, with Brenden comparing it
to encountering a series of storms. At the end of 2019,
Brenden and Melanie discovered the wonderful news they
were expecting their first child. However, that same night,
Melanie began screaming in extreme pain. They tried to
remedy the situation but nothing worked so they made
their way to the regional hospital at 3am. The next month
consisted of a medical evacuation and three hospital visits
in two different countries.
Brenden shared, “Being newlyweds, it was challenging to
make big decisions not just for myself but my wife and
unborn child. This was our first storm, but not the last.”
Melanie was diagnosed with severe kidney stones, which
coupled with other factors, posed a major risk for her
pregnancy. Doctors advised that Melanie may need
surgery but told Brenden and Melanie not to have the
surgery in their country of service as doctors there were
untrained in the procedure. On two occasions, they were
told if they were to go ahead with the procedure, the
doctors would need to terminate their child’s life. When
Brenden made it clear they were joyfully waiting for their

child’s arrival, the doctors decided to hold off on
performing the surgery.
He said, “Melanie was not fully aware of the events around
her so I had to bear the decision process alone most of the
time, just walking with Jesus.” Praise God that after a
month, Melanie recovered from the kidney stones, without
surgical intervention.
In February, Brenden and Melanie visited Melanie’s country
of birth, expecting to stay for one month. However,
COVID-19 was starting to spread around the world and it
soon became clear they would be unable to return to their
country of service.
Brenden shared, “It was heartbreaking as this is the country
we have come to love as our home.”
The couple then faced their third major storm. Brenden
received the news that his elder sister, who had been
battling cancer for seven years, had been told she had
three weeks left to live. Although his wife’s health was still a
concern, Brenden left for a two-week trip to Australia with
a clear purpose to share the love of Jesus with his sister.
The day after he arrived in Australia, Melanie’s home
country closed its borders. Brenden shared, “I was six
months into a marriage, expecting a child while knowing
my wife faced health challenges and I was stuck on the
other side of the world. When I called the embassy, they
really could offer no help. Again, the storms raged against
us and we could only cling to Jesus.”
Brenden reflected, “When you’re in the middle of a storm,
out on the water you have the choice to sink or swim.
I wish we could say that we swam successfully every time
we felt overwhelmed. Yet, the reality is that often we sunk.
But we discovered as we sunk down, flailing our arms
around, that we were not alone. Jesus was right there next
to us. The Lord took Melanie and me through the storms of
2020. Charting our path according to His plan.”

© Julie Laurent

Although their year turned out very different
from what they expected, God revealed His
faithfulness to them in each of the storms
they faced. God also graciously provided
Brenden with the opportunity to witness to
his elder sister. Brenden had prayed for years
for the opportunity to share the Gospel with
her.
Brenden shared, “I prayed even harder after
arriving in Sydney, it was a challenge as my
sister was so sick. But after a week I got the
chance to ask her where she stood with
Jesus. She looked at me for a minute and
said, ‘He talks to me all the time and I know
His voice well and I’m going to spend
eternity with Him.’” Brendan had gone to
Sydney expecting to share the Gospel with
his sister only to learn that the Lord himself
had gone before to witness for Himself, then
He called her home in June.
Although Brenden’s two-week trip to
Australia turned into ten months apart from
his pregnant wife, his sister’s precious words
“I know His voice well” made the storm
worth it. He had hoped to travel back in time
to be with Melanie for their daughter’s birth,
but travel restrictions hindered him.
Brenden shared, “The Lord promises that He
will faithfully walk alongside us but He never
promises that we will always be safe or that
we will receive the answer to prayer that we
want. He just promises to faithfully lead us
through times of joy and storms alike.”

In December last year, Brenden was finally
reunited with his wife and got to meet his
four-month-old daughter for the first time.
“It was not the way that Melanie and I
wanted to welcome our daughter into the
world. But the Lord blessed us with a
beautiful daughter who is healthy and
joyful. We walked through many storms but
because the Lord walked through 2020 with
us, it was a year of blessing.”
Serving on the mission field often adds
complexity to the lives of the workers and
comes at personal cost, just as it did for
Brenden and Melanie. Despite their recent
challenges, Brenden and Melanie remain
committed to the work of the Gospel. They
joyfully await returning to their country of
service but in the meantime, they continue
to serve in a foreign land while they wait to
go home, in the hope that people will come
to know and love Jesus, for that is worth
enduring the storms.

*Names changed to protect identities and
representative image used

		PRAY: Pray for mission 		
workers facing challenges:
that they will know God’s 		
faithfulness.
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Taking the Gospel
to the Nations

Central Africa

West Africa
© David Stanley

People all around the world need to hear the Good News of Jesus and have the assurance of spending eternity with Him.
Read how God is using His people to achieve this, even in the most remote places.

Kelly

Pete and Kathryn

Central Africa

West Africa

Kelly* is preparing to serve in a least reached community in
central Africa that has had little to no opportunity to hear the
Gospel. Kelly first felt like God was calling her to serve in
cross-cultural ministry during a short-term trip in southern Asia
ten years ago. Kelly said, “God used that trip, with all the
different experiences and incredible people I met, to fill me
with such a deep joy and confidence in God and to cement my
desire to be involved in cross-cultural mission.”

Pete and Kathryn live in West Africa with their two children.
They moved to their current location after working in
another African country for eight years. As well as serving in
theological education, Pete is also involved in art ministry
and has recently been appointed as the SIM Creative Arts
Point Person. SIM Creative Arts Ministries exist to equip
artistic Christians in their cross-cultural ministries through
music, dance, drama, verbal arts, visual arts, education and
art therapy.

Now, she is about to leave to join a multi-skilled SIM team that
will partner with a local church in central Africa in outreach to
the surrounding area.
Kelly said, “We’ll be seeking to build relationships and serve the
local community. A number of our team have health-related
backgrounds, so we’ll work with the local church to see how we
might best use these skills in a community health context to
share God’s love and light with those who don’t know Jesus,
and whose lives are impacted by poverty and limited health
care.”
Although Kelly has been delayed in leaving for the field due to
COVID-19 travel restrictions, she has been able to connect with
her team during the pandemic. She explained, “It was great to
have the opportunity to meet with my team over Zoom
regularly throughout last year. Those calls were a highlight of
my week and I’m really excited to get to serve alongside such
an incredible team of people.”
In this season of building her support team, which she
confessed was outside of her comfort zone, Kelly said she has
seen God’s faithfulness at work. She said, “It has been so
amazing to see God do more than I could’ve ever asked or
imagined in providing my full financial support despite all the
restrictions on meetings and travel last year. God has been so
faithful in bringing people alongside me to partner with me in
various ways.”

Pete found his passion for art helpful in making meaningful
connections with people in his community. He shared, “After
we got settled, COVID-19 cancelled almost all of my
teaching opportunities here and internationally. I’ve had lots
more time to make art and meet artists, people interested in
art and neighbours near my studio. Making friends in a new
place is hard work and takes a lot of time. It’s nice to have a
genuine activity which is a point of common interest from
which to build a more natural friendship with people.”
As well as being a valued communication method among
many indigenous cultures, art overcomes language barriers.
Speaking of the role art plays in sharing the Gospel, Pete
said, “We often miss that fact that the God who speaks by
His word, has not left us with a dry, academic theological
textbook, but He has gifted us with a library of beautiful and
diverse literature. His word is art! The Lord knows that art is
both a product of culture and a powerful shaper of culture.
The creative arts are so powerful in touching the heart and
soul, which leads more readily to transformation. That’s our
goal to see lives transformed by the Gospel, so we should be
launching arts workers and incorporating the arts into all
ministries!”
Looking forward to how the arts can be used in sharing the
Gospel more widely, Pete said, “Art is not just for designated

Southeast Asia
© UN Photo Ky Chung

© ILO Asia Pacific

‘arts workers’. So, I want to see existing SIM workers and
ministries empowered to use the arts (even in very simple
ways) to enhance their ministry outcomes. It would be great
if we could become an even more dynamic community of
arts workers who inspire, encourage and even collaborate in
many different ways for the glory of Jesus in diverse
communities where Jesus is least known.”

Tina
Southeast Asia
Tina* served as a teacher in South Asia for 6 years on the
mission field. After returning to Australia in 2019, Tina sought
God’s leading for her next area of service. Tina was then
accepted to teach at a school for missionary kids in
Southeast Asia. Due to teachers such as Tina lending their
expertise; translators, church planters, evangelists and many
other mission workers are enabled to stay on the mission
field for longer as their children receive a quality education.
Tina has been delayed in her plans to leave Australia due to
travel restrictions, but she is already serving the school by
teaching online. She shared, “Last year I was teaching grade
4 English for 8 weeks while their teacher recovered from a
medical emergency. After Christmas, I was approached to
take on some classes. So, I am now teaching grade 2 Bible
and Science and grade 4 Science.”
Tina admits that teaching online is not the same as being in
a classroom with her students and engaging with them
face-to-face, but she is glad she can help the school in a
season where they need extra support. Reflecting on this
season of waiting to go to the field, Tina said, “Although I was
really disappointed to not get overseas in July last year, God
has used this extra time to continue encouraging me and
teaching me. God has encouraged me by bringing many
new people into my life who have become great friends and
supporters of mine. God has also provided a great church
that has wonderful biblical teaching.”

*Names changed to protect identities

Representative image used
© ake1150sb

PRAY: Pray for strength for Kelly, Pete &
Kathryn and Tina as they continue to make
Jesus known in the communities they are
serving in.
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Providing Holistic Care in Benin
Hope For Life Benin is a SIMaid project
that aims to provide holistic care to
People Living with HIV (PLHIV) and
their families in order to improve
their living conditions, reduce
stigmatization within their community
and demonstrate the love of God. The
project runs a full-time clinic attached
to a local hospital, a part-time clinic
and two monthly mobile clinics.
Together, these clinics provide medical
treatment for PLHIV, testing on request
and voluntary counselling.
The patients that test positive are
often among the poorest of the
population. In Benin, a person living
with HIV often faces stigmatization
and sometimes rejection by their
family. Women, who are generally

financially dependent on their family
or husband, can be ostracised once
they are diagnosed with HIV. Orphans
and vulnerable children impacted by
HIV, may miss out on going to school
due to their carers lack of means to
purchase school supplies or pay for
school fees.
Hope For Life Benin nurse and team
member, Miriam shared, “Traditional
belief in the spirit world is strong
and this also influences what people
believe about health and sickness.
Most sick people address themselves
first to local healers to purge evil
spirits. Chronic disease is a difficult
concept for people to understand and
patients are often tempted to abandon
treatment when they feel better.”

As well as offering children and adult
support groups for PLHIV, the project
also seeks to educate communities on
prevention and HIV and AIDS-related
issues. The team also seeks to journey
with people who have tested positive
and care for them by administering
medical treatment, conducting home
visits and offering support groups and
counselling.
While COVID-19 restrictions in Benin
have limited large gatherings; the
staff were diligent in resuming smaller
support groups.
On the next page, you can read how
Hope For Life Benin journeyed with
one of their patients, Worou*, for over
a decade.

During 2020:
28 vulnerable
widows and
orphans
received five
litres of oil and
ten kilograms
of rice on a
monthly basis

93 mosquito

nets were
distributed to
patients during
the malaria
season

26 students
received
school supplies
and uniform
material for
the new school
year
Representative images used

111 home visits
were conducted
between April –
September

58 patients received
hand soap and
laundry detergent
to encourage good
hygiene, plus sardines
and canned milk
to help with their
nutritional needs
1217 clinic
consultations
were
conducted
between April
– September

Worou’s Story
In 2008, Worou came to a family friend and the clinic supervisor
at Hope For Life Benin, to say that he had tested positive for HIV
in another location. The clinic confirmed Worou’s positive test
result and initiated antiretroviral (ARV) therapy.

© Cordelia Persen

Worou greeted the clinic staff with a kind smile when he came
for his follow up appointments. Worou was a chauffeur and his
work often involved driving to neighbouring countries. As his
work continued to take him far away from home, his adherence
declined and he often showed up late for his appointments.
Each time, he would assure the team that he would not be late to
his next appointment.

Representative image used

GIVE:
Help more people living with HIV in Africa and Asia
access holistic medical care! Your tax-deductible gift
to Hope For Life (09330) can help change lives.
You can give online at www.sim.org.au/hopeforlife
or use the response form on the back page of
Mission Together.

		

GO:
Could you use your medical skills to demonstrate
the love of Christ to communities in need of
medical care? Many opportunities exist for you
to use your skills on the field. Start a conversation
with a SIM Mission Mobiliser today by filling out an
enquiry form at www.sim.org.au/enquire.

In April last year, Worou had a job that took him to Burkina Faso.
As he was crossing the border, he was identified as having had
contact with someone infected with COVID-19. He was kept
in isolation for 21 days. Worou was not allowed to gather his
belongings, including his ARV medication. During his time in
isolation, a sore on his foot was left untreated and it became
infected. When Worou was released, he was extremely ill and
had lost weight. He came back to the clinic and was almost
unrecognisable. He restarted his ARV medications but did not
improve.
Over the next few weeks, Worou’s condition deteriorated and he
was taken to the hospital. After 10 days in hospital, Worou was
discharged and his sister took him to her home to care for him.
Unfortunately, Worou continued to weaken. His sister took him to
the local healer for treatment instead of returning to the hospital.
A short time later Worou’s mother contacted the clinic staff to
inform them that Worou had passed away. While the team were
saddened, they rejoiced in the opportunity they had to care for
Worou and demonstrate Jesus’ compassion to him and his family
over many years.
Clinic nurse, Miriam, said, “When a patient does not adhere to
their ARV therapy, they often appear to be in good health for
many years. They do not realise how weak their immune system
has become. When a seemingly small health problem comes
up, their immune system cannot handle it and they can go
downhill very quickly. An important part of our work at the clinic
is encouraging our patients to adhere to their medications even
when they are in good health.”
Motivated by the desire to show God’s love, the Hope For Life
Benin team seek to provide holistic care to their patients and
encourage positive behaviours in caring for themselves, such as
taking medication and attending clinic appointments.
*Name changed to protect identity
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Water for Life in Bangladesh
Arsenic contamination of water sources is a public health crisis in Bangladesh. In the 1970s, the Bangladeshi
government received funding to drill millions of shallow tube wells in villages to supply clean drinking water
to the people. In 19931, it was discovered the water from these wells contained dangerously high levels of
naturally occurring arsenic from the soil. In what has been called “the largest mass poisoning of a population
in history” by the World Health Organisation (WHO), roughly 80 million people in Bangladesh are affected
and one in ten have a high probability of developing cancerous tumours 2.
In 2002, SIMaid’s Arsenic Alleviation & Awareness Program (AAAP) was created to reduce suffering among impoverished
communities as a result of arsenic contamination of the groundwater in Bangladesh. Motivated by the love of Christ, the project
focuses on testing water quality, raising awareness, providing subsidised water filters and medical treatment for arsenic-related
diseases.
Read how Arif’s* life was transformed after receiving help from the AAAP:

Arif’s Story
Sharmin* was desperate for a solution to her husband, Arif’s,
mysterious health problems. Arif had a wound on his foot
that caused severe pain. It prevented him from doing much
of his farming work, threatening the family’s livelihood. Arif
saw several doctors but no one could help.
Without any hope, Arif began to turn against his wife.
Sharmin explained, “Arif began to accuse me of casting a
magic spell on him.” In their community, witchcraft is an
accepted cause of otherwise-unexplainable health problems.
She said, “I was in so much turmoil when he would say those
hurtful things to me.”

duties. For this reason, there is now peace in my heart and also in
my household.”
The scope of the arsenic poisoning in Bangladesh is enormous
but the AAAP staff have the opportunity to share God’s love and
care with local communities through working to improve their
quality of life.
*Names changed to protect identities

Still searching for an answer, Sharmin took her husband to a
doctor in the city. After examining Arif’s wound and other
symptoms (which included spots on his chest), the doctor
said he was likely suffering from arsenicosis (arsenic
poisoning). The doctor said he couldn’t do anything to help
Arif get better.
Sharmin was in tears on the bus ride back to their village
when she started a conversation with another passenger. The
woman told Sharmin that she knew about arsenic poisoning
and referred her to the AAAP office in the area.
The couple came to the AAAP office near their village. After
sharing their situation, the team did a water test at the village
well, confirming it contained dangerously high levels of
arsenic. Arif and Sharmin purchased a subsidised arsenic
removal filter, to deal with the problem at the root level.
Then Arif received a visit from the doctor partnering with the
project. This doctor has been specially trained to identify and
treat arsenicosis patients. Arif was prescribed medicine and
an ointment which helps to alleviate some of the skin
problems caused by arsenicosis. After several months of
drinking arsenic-free water as well as using the ointment, Arif
reports that his foot is healing and the pain is mostly gone!
Arif said, “I don’t feel much more pain and the wound has
almost totally healed. This past year I bought a power tiller (a
farming tool). Now I can properly carry out my farming
1
2

World Health Organization, 2000
J Biol Sci 2004; 4(5):609-612

Find out more
about SIM AAAP

Representative image
of SIM AAAP
GIVE: Help bring holistic transformation to
communities in Bangladesh, South Asia and
Africa through SIM’s Community
Transformation Fund (09320)! Give online at
www.sim.org.au/communitytransformation or
by using the response form on the back page.

My Response
SIM publications
Please send me the Praying for Missionaries brochure
Subscribe me to monthly SIM mission & project eNews (email only)
Please send information about leaving a bequest

partnership

>> I will PRAY

 lease send bi-monthly Praying Together prayer notes &
P
Home Ministry News via print email

>> I will GO

I’m interested in exploring mission; please contact me.

3. SINGLE GIFT
Projects

Project #

Amount

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Community Transformation Fund

09320

$

Hope for Life

09330

$

Where Most Needed

68011

$

Other:

$

NON-TAX-DEDUCTIBLE
Reaching the Least Reached Fund

09310

$

Other:

$

total

$

Comments__________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

>> I will GIVE (Fill out the details below)

4. REGULAR CREDIT CARD PLEDGE
Regular Pledge gift to SIM’s project or missionary:
Name of Missionary/Project_____________________________
Country of Missionary/Project___________________________

1. MY DETAILS

*compulsory fields

Supporter Number (if known) __________________________
Title Mr / Mrs / Ms / Miss / Dr / Rev /Other_

Project or Missionary # (if known)________________________
Frequency of pledge: monthly

quarterly

yearly

$ __________________________________________________

*First name _________________________________________

*Address____________________________________________

For recurring direct debit giving go to
www. sim.org.au/other-ways-to-give
For online giving go to www.sim.org.au/donate-online

___________________________________________________

5. payment details

Suburb____________ State_____________ Postcode________

Please debit my:
Visa Mastercard

*Surname

__________________________________________

*Phone_____________________________________________

*Email______________________________________________
SIM Australia is collecting your personal information so that it may contact you
in relation to your request for services or information. Any personal
information you provide will be managed in accordance with SIM Australia’s
Privacy Policy which can be viewed at www.sim.org.au/info/Our-Policies

2. Contact Details
PO Box 42, Penshurst NSW 2222
(W) www.sim.org.au
(P) 1300 746 580
(E) partner.relations@sim.org.au
SIM Australia ABN 46 002 679 441
SIMAID Ltd ABN 92 610 559 101

Amex

Name on card ______________________________________
Signature __________________________________________
Card no.
Expiry

/

/

/

/

Please make all cheques payable to SIM Australia.

Code MT 156
Disclaimer: Gifts of $2 or more to SIMaid projects are tax-deductible and will
receive a receipt. SIM Australia will use gifts to meet the needs of the projects
specified. Should a project raise funds in excess of its target, we will apply it to
similar projects where most needed.
Mission Together is a publication of Serving in Mission (SIM), an
interdenominational evangelical mission. SIM includes Africa Evangelical
Fellowship, Andes Evangelical Mission, International Christian Fellowship and
Sudan Interior Mission.
For security reasons, pseudonyms are used to protect some of the
contributors and people mentioned in this newsletter. Copyright © 2021 SIM
and its licensors. All rights reserved. Enquiries: media.support@sim.org.au

Please return the entire page 11 when submitting your response. Thank you.
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Expanding Our Global Vision Together!
Join SIMConnect Virtual! SIMConnect is a bi-monthly
meeting that provides the opportunity to:
•
•
•

Connect with other mission-minded Christians
Be an encouragement and support to those on the
journey into cross-cultural mission
Interact on relevant topics in global mission today

You can also learn more about how SIM Australia is
engaged in making disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ in
communities where He is least known and find out how
you can be involved in mission.
To find out more and register your interest,
visit www.sim.org.au/simconnect.

Pray With Us

Stay Updated

Sign up to receive SIM Australia’s bi-monthly
prayer points for our mission workers by
subscribing to ‘Praying Together’ (& Home
Ministry Updates) at www.sim.org.au/pray.

To stay updated with our latest stories from
the field, follow us on:
www.facebook.com/simaustralia
www.instagram.com/sim_australia
www.youtube.com/SIMAustralia

About SIM Australia: Convinced that everyone needs to hear the Gospel,
our heart is to make disciples of Jesus in communities where He is least
known. We partner with local Australian churches in equipping and
sending out cross-cultural gospel workers, with a variety of skills and
talents, to serve in a diverse range of ministries. We also seek to
demonstrate Jesus’ love and compassion to the vulnerable by offering
holistic care through our aid and development arm, SIMaid.

